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NSSGA Publications Member Price
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$1.00
$2.00

50 Fascinating Facts about Stone, Sand & Gravel (295)
This brochure provides a colorful historical timeline, with 5,000 years’ worth
of facts about production and use of aggregates from the pyramids of Egypt
to today’s highways.  Great for education and community relations.

7 Reasons Why It’s Never Time to Cut Aglime (102)
This bi-fold provides seven reasons why aglime may be a more cost effective
purchase than fetilizer or other agronomic inputs.

$0.20
$0.30

Act Responsibly: Stay Out-Stay Alive Poster (317; 368 Spanish Version) $3.00
$4.00

Aggregate Education Kit (104)
A fun and fact-filled kit to supplement classroom activities in the Earth
Science curriculum for grades K-6. Contains a Rock Box, poster, “Bill Nye”
video, Rocks & Minerals Handbook, CD-ROM, and Lesson Plan.

$100.00
$150.00

Aggregate Handbook (includes Supplement) (293)
Textbook which describes all phases of the industry in a manner useful to
engineers, plant operators, specifiers, marketers, students and the general
public.

$50.00
$80.00

Aggregate Handbook CD (294)
Fully searchable CD contains the 800-page Aggregate Handbook and 120-
page Supplement. Describes all phases of the industry. Useful to engineers,
plant operators, specifiers, marketers, students and the general public.

$50.00
$80.00

Aggregates Industry Atlas of the U.S. CD (595)
A searchable database of 2,317 crushed stone and 2,889 sand and  gravel
operations.  Shows results one record at a time, in tabular form for groups of
records, or on maps.  Prints or exports map and search results.

$250.00
$400.00

Aggregates Industry 2006 Benefit Survey (717)
The survey includes information from a wide range of companies on over 350
personnel policy and benefit practice related items.  Results are grouped by
tonnage output, geographic location and revenue size.

$480.00
$630.00

Aggregates Industry 2007 Compensation Survey (824)
Addresses the salary and benefits policies for 51 positions in a typical
aggregate operation. It provides a comprehensive overview of the state-of-
the-art in salary and benefits packages.

$510.00
$610.00

Aggregate and the Environment (453)
Used for nearly every road and building in the world, aggregate – sand, gravel,
and crushed stone – is a critical component of our society and economy.

$8.00
$16.00
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Aglime Basics for Crop Production (117)
This tri-fold is a mini Aglime Facts discussing why aglime is needed and
information about other materials sold as limiting materials.

$0.20
$0.30

Aglime Facts (118)
New four-color booklet is designed to help you sell more aglime. The 18-
page booklet details the five important benefits of aglime to the farm, soil
and crops.

$3.00
$4.00

Aglime, pH and Plant Nutrient Availability (119)
The chart showing mineral availability at various pH levels is the centerfold
of this bi-fold.

$0.20
$0.30

Aglime: Why Quality Counts (120)
This bi-fold brochure reviews chemical, size and moisture effects
on the quality of an aglime.

$0.20
$0.30

Air Quality Monitoring & Emission Factor CD (121)
Includes a cost-benefit analysis of NSSGA air quality monitoring & emission
factor development; PM emission factors; crystalline silica ambient
monitoring data; PM and TSP deposition studies; formation & composition of
particulate matter; downwind PM.

$100.00
$150.00

Answering Community Concerns About Blasting (422)
You may never see completely eye-to-eye with your neighbors when it comes to
blasting for rock.  Those who are not in the industry understandably feet the
vibrations, noise and sudden shock that can come with blasting.

$3.00
$4.00

Answering Community Concerns About Dust and Noise (424)
The public's perception of the aggregates industry can be a help or a hindrance
to obtaining zoning and other permit approval for Greenfield sites and existing
plant expansions.

$3.00
$4.00

Answering Community Concerns About Truck Traffic (423)
The perceived potential hazards and nuisance associated with trucks entering
and leaving an aggregates operation are a concern often raised by the public.
Residents and local governments.

$3.00
$4.00

Aggregates: Nature’s Building Blocks Poster (168)
A colorful poster from the National Energy Foundation that provides
information about aggregates and activities for students.

$3.00
$4.00

Answering Community Concerns Kit (425)
This kit included Answering Community Concerns About Blasting, Dust and
Noise, and Truck Traffic.

$8.00
$11.00
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Bill Nye the Science Guy Rocks & Soil VHS (128)
A two episode educational video about the earth’s crust, rocks and soil
featuring Bill Nye, “the Science Guy.”

$15.00
$30.00

Career Opportunities VHS (113)
A video useful for members, schools, and career counseling offices.

$0
$35.00

Elements of Model State Wetland Legislation CD (142)
A comprehensive information package on CD-ROM developed for use in the
legislative and regulatory policy development process of the various states.

$50.00
$100.00

Building Stone Walls (484)
Includes equipment requirements, instructions for creating wall foundations,
coping with drainage problems, and hints for incorporating gates, fences, and
stiles.

$15.00
$15.00

Building with Stone (480)
An introduction to the art and craft of creating stone structures with step-by-step
project instructions.

$21.00
$21.00

Antitrust and Related Subjects Guidelines (375)
Antitrust & Related Subjects Guidelines

$0.00
$0.00

Emergency Spill Response VHS (143)
Trains personnel on their responsibilities during an emergency petroleum
spill response. The video portrays an actual emergency spill response to a
mock petroluem spill at an aggregate operation.

$30.00
$60.00

Environmental Guiding Principles (pack of 50) (145)
Contains the principles adopted by the NSSGA Board of Directors. Useful as
a model for corporate environmental policy, as well as for open houses,
public meetings, and legislative visits.

$3.00
$6.00

Environmental Inspections VHS (146)
A training video on inspection procedures and clues to look for in the pit,
plant, shop and grounds that could indicate potential environmental
problems.

$30.00
$60.00

Community Relations Handbook (133)
NSSGA’s newly designed and updated Community Relations Handbook
focuses on the “how-to’s” of building positive, long-term relationships between
operations and the community, and describes successful and tested methods of
gaining the good will of neighbors through two-way communications.

$75.00
$95.00
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Eyewitness Explorers - Rocks & Minerals (151)
An illustrated guide to geological and geophysical aspects of rocks and
minerals in our world by Steve Parker.

$6.00
$9.00

Geology, Mining & Earth Science Education Brochure (372)
Geology, Mining & Earth Science Education Brochure

$0
$0

Environmental Management Systems (EMS) Template for Aggregate
Producers (684) - updated to conform with revisions to ISO 14001 that occurred
in 2005.

$125.00
$200.00

Guiding Principles for Sustainability - Booklet (858) $4.00
$8.00

History Channel “Modern Marvels”: Quarrying VHS (155)
The History Channel’s Modern Marvel series aired a fascinating 47-minute
documentary on the history of quarrying on September 18, 2001.

$20.00
$35.00

Hosting an Open House or Operation Tour (156)
A valuable guide to hosting open houses or operations tours brimming with
fresh ideas and check lists that will give your visitors an experience they'll
never forget.

$5.00
$10.00

Impact of the Industry on the U.S. Economy (337)
The Impact of the Crushed Stone, Sand & Gravel Industry on the U.S.
Economy.

$15.00
$25.00

Land Use Permitting Guidelines (273)
Addresses the land use permitting process. This workbook-style guide is
intended to be used as a checklist by aggregate producers in obtaining
permits for new sites as well as expanding existing operations.

$10.00
$15.00

In the Company of Stone: The Art of the Stone Wall (477) $38.00
$38.00
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Lesson Plans for Grades 4, 5 and 6 (162)
The lesson plan ties together all components of the NSSGA Education Kit. It
includes 5 lesson plans and a quiz each for 4th, 5th and 6th graders.

$5.00
$10.00

My Dad Makes the World a Better Place (166)
This coloring book is a wonderful tool to teach children about the many uses
of aggregate products and their impact on the world we live in.

$3.00
$5.00

New Miner Training CD (170) - Spanish (794)
Two CDs and 10 modules coordinated with Part 46 regulatory requirements.
“Stoney”  and “Rocky” guide the participants through interactive exercises,
Quiz scores and a time log provide documentation of program completion.

$295.00
$550.00

Modeling Fugitive Dust Sources with AERMOD (755) $125.00
$225.00

Pollution Prevention VHS (175)
A training video for new employees and experienced managers focusing on
both standard and innovative waste minimization and pollution prevention
techniques.

$20.00
$35.00

Progress Through Aggregates DVD (298)
This 10-minute feature takes the audience through centuries of history and
100 years of aggregate use in the U.S.

$20.00
$30.00

Rock Box (182)
Contains 12 of the most common industrial melts and minerals. Also names
each rock and provides information about hardness and uses.

$20.00
$30.00

Rock Odyssey VHS (183)
For video for grades 1-6 showing students how exciting the study of science
can be; encourages community exploration; and helps teachers classify
different types of rocks and minerals.

$20.00
$35.00

Rockman Adventure Package (184)
Contains “RockMan’s Rockin’ Tune Video”, RockMan - Out of the Rock and
Introducing Quarry Girl.

$25.00
$35.00

Rockman Stone & Quarry VHS (185)
Tap your toes and sing along to the tune of YMCA as you learn how
aggregates are mined, the equipment used, careers in the industry, the
reclamation process, and aggregate products and services.

$12.00
$20.00
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Rockman V2 Coloring Adventure Series (186)
This adventure book tells the story of mining for aggregates by  highlighting
women in the industry and careers available to them.

$4.00
$6.00

Rocks Build Cities Brochure (188)
Commemorates the opening of the Rocks Gallery at the Smithsonian
Institution’s National Museum of Natural History in Washington, D.C.
Perfect tools for use in your community relations activities.

$2.00
$3.00

Rocks Build Cities Poster (189)
Full color reproduction of the poster commemorating the opening of the
“Rocks Gallery” at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History,
on the other side the story of how rocks build cities.

$2.00
$3.00

Secondary Crushing VHS (280)
This video provides an overview of the secondary crushing process. It also
reviews advances in crushing techniques and equipment.

$5.00
$10.00

Shaping Landscapes for Tomorrow (200)
Highlights the land development opportunities that exist in mine sites.
Identifies basic reclamation procedures to increase the value of reclaimed
land and to enhance its equity position in the end use development.

$25.00
$45.00

Spotlight On: “Stone, Sand & Gravel” VHS (202)
PBS-produced video for their Spotlight On Series that focuses on the stone,
sand and gravel industry.

$6.00
$9.00

Scienceworks Rock & Minerals CD (198)
An interactive CD-ROM containing full color photos; a variety of interactive
tests such as hardness, magnetic, and streaking; a quarry blast, and more.

$30.00
$45.00

Rocks Build Our World (463) Created by the Smithsonian's National Museum
of Natural History  this four-color fold-out brochure is suitable for classroom
use as well as for the general public and illustrates how and where aggregates
are mined and used throughout the USA.  Includes the anatomy of a highway.

$0.50 / $1.00 each
or 100 for

$42.50 /$75.00

Rocks to Roads - Aggregates and the Interstate Highway System (672)
Where would our country be without aggregates?  Stuck in the mud!  This 11-
minute video chronicles the development of our modern interstate highway
system over the past 50 years.

$12.00
$15.00

Rockman V1 Coloring Adventure Series (187)
Adventure book telling the story of how aggregates are formed, mined, and
used. RockMan explains the value of the aggregate industry in our society.

$4.00
$6.00
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Stone, Sand & Gravel Review Subscription (204)
Our magazine is designed to provide a communication forum for the
aggregates industry by which to facilitate the exchange of information on
industry technology, trends, developments and concerns.

$48.00
$65.00

Teaching Resource Directory (338)
An education resource guide about the aggregates industry for teachers,
students and the public.  Includes an index of resources sorted by geographic
location and useful links to informative websites.

$5.00
$5.00

Tertiary Crushing VHS (281)
Produced for plant operations personnel, this video gives an introduction to
the tertiary crushing process and provides instruction for safety.

$5.00
$10.00

Sustainability - A Commitment from the Aggregates Industry - Tri-Fold
Brochure (857)

$0.00
$0.00

Water Management Guide (209) This guidebook helps with the selection/
installation of water handling and pollution control equipment; current
regulations/techniques; details methods of testing/evaluating systems; use of
polymer technology; pond design, construction, and maintenance.

$35.00
$65.00

Sustainability - A Commitment from the Aggregatres Industry - DVD (856) $3.00
$6.00

Storm Water Management Guide (205) Designed to lead you through
developing a storm water pollution prevention plan. Includes EPA's Best
Management Practices Guide, NSSGA's Storm Water Sampling Manual, and a
summary of state storm water permitting requirements.

$35.00
$65.00

Stonebuilder's Primer: A Step-by-Step Guide (481)
An introduction to the joys and problems of constructing living spaces with
stone.

$21.00
$21.00

Stonework: Techniques and Projects (478) $23.00
$23.00
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